
ASHFORD UNIVERSITY HIS103 WORLD CIVILIZATIONS

HIS World Civilizations I. 3 Credits. This course is a study of the origins and development of the world's major
civilizations from their beginnings through the.

You must also use one primary source that cannot be from the weekly Required Reading lists but may be from
the weekly Recommended Reading lists. Summarize the major factors that allowed the Incas to conquer and
rule their large empire. Describe and explain the impact of at least two things he ordered and accomplished
that support your argument. Classical Age Athens in terms of gender, class, etc. What role, if any, did religion
play in helping reinforce or break down social class? Abbasid Rule and Civilization. Yet, not that many years
after his death, much of that had been lost. List and describe the major factors that made those voyages
possible. Would you agree? How did the geography of these civilizations impact these populations?
Summarize what Charlemagne did to make his Empire larger and better administered. Final Paper Preparation.
Identify at least two important things Charlemagne accomplished and explain your reasoning. Charlemagne
did several things to make his Carolingian Empire larger and better administered with support from both
vassals and the Church. Summarize what Charlemagne did to make his Empire larger and better administered.
What policies and approaches did the Abbasids use to stabilize and legitimize their takeover of Islamic empire
and rule? You must use at least four academic sources with at least two coming from academiclevel sources
found in the Ashford University Library. Would you call his role in Chinese history more destructive or
creative, and why? COM seem to represent especially important Renaissance characteristics. Would you
agree? Early Abbasid Islamic rule and civilization began what is often known as the first Golden Age of Islam.
Abbasid Rule and Civilization. Yet, not that many years after his death, much of that had been lost. Mongol
Impact. Review the Week Five Final Paper instructions and trace the context of one of the five topics across
the entire sweep of time, from prehistory to c. Provide a brief summary of the impact of the Mongol
conquests. This will become the point or perspective you will argue or prove in the paper. Make sure to
identify which civilization you are comparing the Incas to in the subject line of your post. Athenian Life.
Charlemagne did several things to make his Carolingian Empire larger and better administered with support
from both vassals and the Church. Overall, conclude what the main behaviors are that the law code is trying to
support and deter. Was this inevitable?


